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Synopsis

In this paper, the steady state operations of the

squarewave inverter circuit with a series R-L load are

discussed. The circuit consists of transistors and

feedback diodes. The basic equation is derived from its

equivalent circuit. Solving the basic equation with

steady state conditions, the instaneous value of the

load current i is derived. The period t2 for which the

current flows from the supply to the load and the

period tl for which the current feedbacks through diodes

from the load to the supply are calculated from i, and

the ratio of tl to t2 is illustrated using power factor

of fundamental wave, pf, as a variable. The ratios of

transistor mean current Itr, diode mean current I D,

supply mean current Is to the load current I are

illustrated using pf as a variable, too. In result,

each current ratios to I is shown in simple expressione.

The load current can be calculated simply using the

coefficient reading off the figure. In addition, it

becomes clear from the figure that the load current is

scarcely influenced by the harmonic voltage in less

than 0.8 of pf. The ratio t2!(tl+t2) calculated in

squarewave voltage, shows the limit of pulse width

control whose out put voltage is the squarewave.
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1. Introduction

Since the thyristor inverter improved commutation is published

in 1961l~the square wave inverter with Feed-back diodes are widely

used. The load of these inverter are inductively for the many cases,

that is, induction heating, discharge lamp, induction moter, welding

and melting etc.

The study to compensate for the inductive load have been carried on

in severa12) 3)4) . But on the fundamental characteristics of the

square wave inverter circuit with series R-L load, that is, the load

current in steady state expressed fuy mathematics and the ratioes of

currents flow through several elem¢nts, it is not discussed in detail.

In this paper, the circuit movement is discussed in hte case of

connected the inductive load to the square wave inverter circuit.

2. Circuit analysis

2-1 Equivalent circuit

In the circuit in Fig.l,

it is assumed that the power

source and every elements are

ideal, and the ideal square

voltage is induced on the

terminal A, B of the load.

The equivalent circuit is

shown in Fig.2.

2-2 Steady state solution of

load current

E

Fig.l. Bridge inverter circuit
with R-L load

The waveforms of the load

voltage v and the load current

i are shown in Fig.3.

The fundamental differential

equation of the circuit is

shown in Equ.(l), and the

solution is in Equ. (2) .

R

E

Ri + Ldi/dt = E ------- (1)
Fig.2. Equivalent circuit
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-!!.. t -!i t
i (t) ~ (l-s L ) + i (O)'S L

--------- (2)

where, i{t) is the load current

and i{O) is initial vlaue of

the load current.

t Under steady state conditions,

the following condition is

satisfied

-i (a) = i (T) --------- (3)

i (a)

Fig.3. Load voltage and load
current waveforms

-!iT
E l-s L

-If -!iT
l+s L

From Equ.(2) and (3), we get

--------- (4)

Substituting the value of i{O) from Equ. (4), we get

i (t)
-!it

E (l-s L )R

-!iT R
_ !.l-s L -It

R R 'S
--T

l+s L

--------- (5)

1.00802 0.4 0.6

pf
Fig.4. Period t 1 flowing through

diodes and period t2
flowing through tran
sistors

o

2-3 Mean current in various

parts

By substituting i{tl)=O into Equ.(S), the period tl for which the load

current is fed back to the source is given,

-!iT
tl -~ In[ ~ (l+s L )]

------ (6)

The period t 2 for which the

current is fed to the load from

the source, and the period t 1

for which the current is fed

back to the source from the

load are shown in Fig.4. Where,

the variable is the power

factor of the fundamental

frequency.
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In Fig.3 1 the area 81 is

the electric charge which is

fed back through the diodes,

the area 82 is the electric

charge which is fed through

the transistors.

f
t1

81 = 0 i (t) dt

0 02 04 06 08 /.0
pi

Fig.5. Ratios of each current
versus I

A measured

(8)

The mutual relation of the

load current I, the transistor

current Itr, the diode current

ID and the source current Is

in mean value is follows;

1.0

o 02 04 06
pf

K

08 lO

I (9) Fig.6. Coefficient K on mean
value, and Keff on
effective value

(lO)

From Equ. (7)-v (lO), the relation of each currents shows in Fig. 5 used

a variable pf.
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(a) pf=O.8 (a) pf=O. 8

(b) pf=O. 6 (b) pf=O.6

(c) pFO.4

Fig.7.

(c) p f=O. 4

Comparison between calculated waveforms
and measured waveforms of v'VR
(1) Calculated v,vR waveforms
(2) Measured v,vR waveforms

Time scale: O.2ms/div
Amplitude scale:v,vR lOV/div
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2-4 Mean and effective value of load current

The load currents in mean val~e I and effective value Ieff are

follows;

--------- (11)

E
R

-!iT
2L l-E: L

1 - RT'=--~
-!iT

1+E: L

--------- (12)

Using Equ. (13), (14) the normalized terminal voltage of the load

resistance shows in Fig.6.

----- (13)

Keff = VefflE = Ieff'RIE

----- (14)

(t}6)

100

"'\ 50~ .......

- calculated
o measured

3. Experimental result

I<::-_~L.-_---=-:-_~__--:'--::-_~

o 04 06 08 1.0
pf

The load current waveforms

are shown in Fig.? The ratio of

the source current, the transistor

current and diode current to the

Fig.B. Comparison between calcu
lated and measured value
of IslI

(%J
100

calculated
0 measurea

50 calculated I
~I..... ~ .......

0 measured

~
0 Q2 04 06 08 to 0 02 Q4 Q6 10pf pI

Fig.9. Comparison between calcu- Fig.lO.
lated and measured value
of ItrlI

Comparison between calcu
lated and measured value
of IDII
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load current are shown in Fig.8, Fig.9 and Fig.IO.

4. Discussion

Is/I, Itr/I and ID/I change in proportional to pf. Therefore, we

get the next simple relations.

Itr
-r ~2

----- (14) ~
l+pf

----- (15)

The load current in mean or effe¢tive value is given easily using

K or Keff.

In the case of the sine-wave source, the circuit current IL is shown

as follows;

In the same way as the sine-wave source, in the case of the square

wave source, the load current shows as follows;

I = !·pf·K 'R {

K 1 = 0.8 (pf<0.8)

K = O.8~1.0 (pf>O.8)
--------- (16)

Ieff

where,

E ,{Kefr' ~ 0.9 (pf<O. 9)
f?·pf·Keff

Keff = O.9~1.O (pf>O.9)
--------- (17)

K' = K/pf

KefI' = Keff/pf

--------- (18)

--------- (19)

When the ideal square wave volta~e is induced on the R-L load, the

ratio of the period tl for which the power is fed back to the source

through diodes and the period t2 the power is fed to the load from

the source through transistors are shown in Fig.4.

For the period tl, transistors need not to be on and the voltage is

induced by the load inductance. We get the square wave load voltage

when the transistors is on for the period t2. Therefore Fig.4 shows

the limit to occur the square wave voltage in the case of doing the

pulse width control.
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5. Conclusion

The analysis and the experimental result of the square wave

inverter with the R-L load are discussed. In result, the steady state

solution of the load current is derived and the mean and effective

value of the load current can be easily given. It becomes clear that

Is/I, Itr/I and ID/I change in proportional to pf and each current

has simple relations. In addition, the range to give the square wave

voltage is shown doing the pulse width control.
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